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ABSTRACT 
Let n E n\l, 2n 26. Examples are given of formally real fields F satisfying G(F) = 2n, I:(F) = (0) 
and one of the following conditions: ti(F) = u(F), zi(F) = u(F) + 2, n = 2m and I(F) =4m - 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The u-invariant of a field F is defined as u(F) = sup{ dim q jq is an anisotropic 
quadratic form and q is torsion}. It has been an open problem whether there 
exist fields F with finite positive u-invariant and u(F) $ 2N. For any field F, the 
Hasse number C(F) has been defined as C(F) + 1 = inf {n E N /all totally inde- 
finite quadratic forms in m 2 n variables are isotropic}, see [Elml, 4.21. Another 
open problem is the equality of u(F) and O(F) for any formally real field F. 
For nonreal fields, A. Merkurjev solved the first open problem by con- 
structing nonreal fields F with u(F)=6, see [Merl]. T.Y. Lam extended his 
work and he constructed formally real fields F with C(F) = u(F) = 6, see [Lam2]. 
Then A. Merkurjev constructed for every n E N, n 2 3 nonreal fields F with 
u(F) = 2n, see [Mer2]. The basis of his construction is a theorem, in this paper 
mentioned as theorem 2.2. He proved the following result: 
(MERKURJEV). Let F be a field, n E N , 2n L 4. There exists a field S > F such 
that: 
(a) u(S) = 2n 
(b) r3(s) = (0) 
(c) ifL>S, [L:97]~22+1, then L=$ 
(d) 9 is not formally real. 
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June 1989, A.A. Suslin gave a talk at the Seminaire Karoubi about Merkur- 
jev’s work. W.L.J. van der Kallen attended at the meeting, and through his 
notes I got acquainted with the results of [Mer2]. It enabled me to write the 
present paper in which for every n E N, n 2 3, formally real fields F are con- 
structed with J(F) = 2n and u(F) E {2n, 2n - 2) while each of the two choices of 
u(F) can be obtained, see theorem 3.5. 
After I had published the first version of this paper (as preprint 572 of the 
Department of Mathematics of the University of Utrecht, see [Hor4]), I got 
copies of the original manuscript of [Mer2] by A. Merkurjev, of [Lam31 by 
T.Y. Lam and of [Tigl] by J.-P. Tignol. T.Y. Lam proves in [Lam31 the 
existence of uniquely ordered fields @ with fi(g) = u(g) = 2m (for any m L 2) 
and he proves the existence of uniquely ordered fields $- with fi($) =2m, 
u(g) I 2m - 2 (for any m L 3). He gave his proofs earlier than I did, so T.Y. 
Lam deserves the priority in solving the problem “is u”(F) = u(F) for all formally 
real fields F?“. In his paper [Tigl], J.-P. Tignol gives an elementary proof of 
an extended form of Merkurjev’s theorem mentioned as Theorem 2.2 of this 
paper. 
It appears that in [Mer2] and [Lam31 a point of view has been used that 
differs from the point of view in A.A. Suslin’s lecture and in this paper. A. 
Merkurjev and T.Y. Lam start with a multiquaternion algebra 
and they choose an “Albert form” for D, that is a quadratic form q : F2”‘-+F, 
4eZ2(F) and for which c(q) = [D] E&(F). In his talk, A.A. Suslin starts with 
a quadratic form q: F2”‘-+F, QEI~(F) and he remarks that the center ZCo(q) 
of the even Clifford algebra C,(q) splits, so Co(q)z Co(q)zl x Co(q)z2 for some 
non-trivial idempotents zl, z2 E K’,,(q). For a brief explanation of these 
notions, see section 2. He also remarks-denoting C(q) for the Clifford algebra 
of q-that 
c(q) = [C(q)1 = [G,(dz~ 1E BWh 
and he considers 9(q) = Co(q)zl as the fundamental algebra in the theory. As 
A. Merkurjev has pointed out in [MeR, lemma l(b)], c(q) actually is the class 
of the tensor product of (m - 1) quaternion algebras. 
In this paper we further give results about the invariants I(F), tid(F), 
ud(F),bF and C(F), see 3.1, 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7. They have been defined in 
[Horl, Hor2], the invariant 1(F) also has been defined in [BLRP]. We repeat 
the definition of these invariants. 
Let F be formally real. By definition, Fed (F) consists of the quadratic forms 
qzq+ I -q- with q+, q_ totally positive. 
(a) The analogue of G(F) in Fed (F) is cd(F) and tid(F) = 0 or u”d(F) is the 
supremum of the possible dimensions of anisotropic quadratic forms 
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q=q+ I -q_ with q+,q_ totally positive and dim q+, dim q_ rl; 
(b) Denote by E(F) the set of all totally positive elements in F. 
I(F)=inf {netN[If q:F” +F is totally positive then D(q) = z(F)}, inf 0 = 03; 
(c) ud(F)=sup{dim qlq=q+ I -q_ with q+,q- totally positive of the 
same dimension and with q anisotropic}; 
(d) The invariant C(F) is defined for I(F)< 03 as C(F) = min{m E M lif 
WEE(F) and q:Fm+’ +F is a totally positive quadratic form then q= 
(a)(( w)) I q, for some a EF and for some quadratic form q,}; 
(e) The function /IF is defined by: i+/?&I’) is the supremum of all possible 
dimensions of anisotropic quadratic forms qs q+ I -q_ with q+, q_ totally 
positive and dim q + = i; 
(f) The invariants a(F) and (Ye are defined for formally real fields F satis- 
fying 2 I I(F) < 03. The idea is that a(F) E N, a(F) 2 1 and that c+: [ 1, a(F)] + 
[ 1, I(F) - l] is a strictly monotic increasing mapping which completely deter- 
mines the function pF. The functions czF and pF have the following relation, 
see [Hor2, thm. 3.111: 
P&j) = a&(F)) = f(F) - 1 for j E ]l, c+U)l, 
P,&)=a&a(F)-i) for Jo [a,(i)+ l,a,(i+ l)] and in { 1, . . ..a(F)- l}, 
b,&j) = 0 for j> a&a(F)) = I(F) - 1. 
Suppose that 21 I(F)< 00, let oF determine PF as described above. We say 
that bF= [a&l), . . . . a,(a(F))], if I(F) = 1 then we say that pF= [O]. 
X(F) denotes the set of orderings of F, and any ordering > induces a 
signature s , : {Quadratic forms over F} +Z. 
Comparing this version with the first version [Hor4] of this paper, one will 
find an enlarged introduction, remarks (2.8) and (3.4) in which connections 
with [Lam31 are given, and (3.7) and (3.8) added. 
The notations in this paper are taken from [Laml], [Schl] and [Horl, Hor2]. 
2. THEORY 
The following notations can be found in [Laml, ch.IV and ch.V]. Let F be 
any field of characteristic #2. B-(F) is the Brauer group of F. 
For any non-degenerate quadratic form q : F”-+F, C(q) denotes the Clifford 
algebra of q, Co(q) is the even Clifford algebra and c(q) is the Clifford in- 
variant (or Witt invariant). This means that: 
c(q) = [C(q)] E B-(F) if m even, 
c(q) = [C,(q)] E l+(F) if m odd. 
Suppose that 4 E Z’(F), that is: m = 2n and det (q) = ( - l)“&‘*. In this situation, 
the center of Co(q) has idempotents zl, z2 # 0, 1, Co(q) G Co(q)zl x Co(q)z2 and 
Co(q)zl is a central simple F-algebra, see [Laml, V, thm. 2.51. 
Following A.A. Suslin in his lecture, we write in this situation g(q)= 
Cdqk, f 
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2.1. LEMMA (MERKURJEV). Let F be any field of characteristic #2. If 
q:F2”+Fand det (q)=(-l)“F’ then 
c(q) = [Ndl = [C(q)1 EWF). 
PROOF. (Merkurjev) If C,(q)z, sM,(D) with D a division algebra then C(q) = 
M2r(D), see [Laml, V, thm. 2.51. 0 
For any non-degenerate quadratic form Q : F”+F, the function field of Q 
over F is denoted by F(Q), see [Schl, 4 $51. 
2.2. THEOREM (MERKURJEV). Let $ be any field of characteristic 22. 
Suppose that Q : F2”+ ’ -+F is a quadratic form and 9 IF is a central division 
algebra. Suppose also that 95 @F(Q) is not a division algebra. Then we have that 
%r E C,(Q)@ T for some F-algebra T. 
PROOF. See [Mer2, Thm. 11. 0 
The following two lemma’s and their proofs have been discussed in A.A. 
Suslin’s talk. For completeness, we repeat the proofs. 
2.3. LEMMA (MERKURJEV). Let g be any field of characteristic f 2. Suppose 
that q : F2n+F, 2n L 4, det (q) = ( - l)“P2 and 9(q) is a division algebra. Let 
@:F2”‘+F. Then: 
(a) q is anisotropic 
(b) GB(q)@F(q) is a division algebra and q@F(q) is anisotropic. 
PROOF. 
(a) If qE(l, - 1) I q1 for some q1 :F2”P2+F, REIN, then C(q)s 
M2(F)@C(ql)=A4M4r(D) for some r2 1 and some division algebra D, see 
[Laml, V, 2.7 and 2.51. So 9(q)=Mzr(D) and 9(q) has zero divisors, which 
is a contradiction. 
(b) dimF C,(Q) = 22”> 2 2n-2 = dimF CO(q)z, . So it is not possible that g(q) G 
C,(e) 0 T. 0 
2.4. LEMMA (MERKURJEV). Let g be any field of characteristic #2. Suppose 
that q: F 2n+F 2n 24, det (q) = (- l)“P2 and G@(q) is a division algebra. Let 
g, = ((a,, . . . . aiyl)) I (aj> with i13, a, ,..., a;eI? Let g=((al ,..., ai>>. 
Then: g@F(g,) is isotropic, g(q)@F(g*) is a division algebra and q@F(g,) 
is anisotropic. 
PROOF. If ir4 then c(g.)= [F] and if i=3 then c(g*)= [ ( Pa>Pa2j], see 
[Laml, p. 1211. Since i23, dim, Ce(g*)>4, so C,(g,) has zero divisors and 
g(q)@F(g*) must be a division algebra. So q@F(g,) is anisotropic. It is 
obvious that g*@F(g*) is isotropic, so g@F(g,) is isotropic. 0 
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In lemma (2.5) we mention some well-known results. For completeness we 
indicate the proofs by giving appropriate references to [Laml]. 
2.5. LEMMA. Let F be a formally real field, p, qE IN U {0}, v(p,q)= 
PG1) 14(l). 
(a) Suppose that p + q even. Then we have that 
det (u?(P, q)) = ( - 1) p+ q’2p2 if and only if 
s,(p(p, q))=O mod 4 for all > EX(F). 
(b) Suppose that cp(p, q) E 12(F). Then we have that 
c(v(p,q))= [ (F)] ifand only if 
s,(p(p, q))=4 mod 8 for all > EX(F), 
C(V(P, q)) = Fl if and only if 
s,(q(p, q))=O mod 8 for all > EX(F). 
(c) Suppose that p + q odd. Then we have that 
c(&p,q))= L(T)] ifand only if 
s, (~(p, q)) E 5 + 8Z U 3 + 8Z for all > E X(F), 
MP, q)) = VI if and only if 
s,(&p, q)) E 1 + 8ZU 7 + 82 for all > EX(F). 
PROOF. (a) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) det (&p, q)) = (- 1)P+q’26’2 
(2) p+qrO mod 4 and p even or p+q=2 mod 4 and p odd 
(3) s,(cp(p,q))=q-p=O mod 4 for all > EX(F). 
(b) p(p, q) E Z2(F) so if C(cp(p, q)) =M,(D) with D a division algebra then 
C(c~?(p,q))ri@~(D) as graded algebras, see [Laml, V, thm. 2.51. Now [Laml, 
V, p. 1291 proves that 
c(dP9d)= [ (++)I if and only if p-q=4 mod 8 
C(V(P, q)) = IFI if and only if p-q=0 mod 8. 
(c) If P + q odd then @(P, q)) = c( - V(P, q)) = c(&q, P)), see 
p. 1211. 
Furthermore, if p> q then c(&p, q)) = c(&p - q, 0)). Finally, 
[Laml, V, 
~(~(89 0)) = 
c(rp(4,O)). ~(~(4~0)) = Fl and C(V(P + 8, q)) = C(V(P, 4)). @(8,0)) = C(V(P, q)), 
see the formulas on page 121 of [Laml]. 
Now c(&l,O))=c((-l))=[F] and 
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2.6. LEMMA. Let F be a formally real field. Suppose that q: F2n+F, 
QzF=“-l -tF satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) det (q) =( - l)“p’ and 2nr4 
(b) 9(q) is a division algebra 
(c) there exists > E X(F) for which s, (q I Q) E 3 + 82 U 5 + 8iz. 
Then: 9&(q@F(@)) is a division algebra and q@F(e) is anisotropic. 
PROOF. dimF 9(q) = 22”-2 = dimF (C,(Q)). Suppose that 5@(q@F(@)) is not a 
division algebra. Then 9(q) s C,(Q). Let R be a real closure of F with respect 
to >. Now 9J(q@R)z$S(q)@R=C&)@RsC&@R). Let q@R=p(p,q) 
and e@Rz p(r,s) for some p, q, r,sE N U (0). Since QEZ=(F), we have that 
c(qOR)= [g(q@R)] =c(@R). This implies that c((q I e)@R)= [RI, see the 
formulas on page 121 of [Laml]. Lemma (2.5) proves that s,(q I Q)E 
1 + 8iZU 7 + 8Z. This contradiction proves that g(q)@F(@) is a division algebra. 
So q@F(e) is anisotropic. 0 
2.7. THEOREM. Let F be a formally real field, n 2 2, let q : F2”-+F be a qua- 
dratic form for which Q E Z*(F) and 95(q) is a division algebra. Let Y c X(F) be 
a set of orderings on F, Y # 0 and 1 s,(q)/ < 2n for all > E Y. Then there exists 







g(q@@) is a division algebra and q@S is anisotropic 
ti(@)=2n, Pa(l)zn and 3~1(g)~2n 
{s,IqW)I > EXW)I = {s,(q)1 > E YI 
Z:(g) = (0) 
Zf s,(q)=2n-2i for some iEtN and all > E Y then fi,q(i)=2n-i and 
P,9(2n -i) = i 
Zf lIjI2n-2 and jE+s,(q)+n-3+4zU+s,(q)+n-2+42 for some 
> E Y then Pg(j)12n-j-2 and P,-(2n-j- l)rj- 1. 
PROOF. Let k > F be a formally real field and let Y(k) c X(k) be a set of 
orderings, satisfying the following conditions: B(q@k) is a division algebra (so 
q@k is anisotropic) and every > E Y extends to an element of Y(k) (so 
Y(k) # 0). Define 
A(k) =A,(k)UA,(k)UA,(k), 
A,(k)={e:k2”+1 -kIIs,(e)l<2n+ 1 for all > E Y(k)}, 
A2(k)={Qr((al ,..., ai_l)) I (aj)li23,a, ,..., ajek 
and Is,(@)]<~‘~’ + 1 for all > E Y(k)}, 
A,(k) = {Q : k*‘-’ -+kjs,(q I @)~3+8ZU5+82 for some > E Y(k) 
and (s,(e)l<2n- 1 for all > E Y(k)}. 
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We use A. Merkurjev’s method as translated by T.Y. Lam in [Lam2, 5.21. 
k, is the compositum of all k(e), Q l A(k) (within the algebraic closure R of 
a field K with tr(K: k)=k”). If Q eA(k) then ,Q is indefinite for all > E Y(k) 
so every > E Y(k) extends to k(e), see [Lam2, Thm. 5.11. We will prove that 
every > E Y(k) extends to k,. 
Let m E lN, m 11, Q,, . . . . Q, eA(k), denote Z&J,, . . . . Q,) for the compositum 
of k(@l), . . . . k(em) within Z?. Then L(Q,, . . . , Q,) s &I~)(@~) ... (Q,) so every 
> E Y(k) extends to L(@i, . . ..Q.). 
Suppose that Q : k”-+k and @Ok, is hyperbolic. Then there exist 
er, . . . . @,EA(k) such that &Z&i, . . . . Q,,) is hyperbolic. Let > E Y(k). Since 
> extends to Z&i, . . . . Q,), we have that s,(e)=O. Hence > extends to kl, see 
[Schl, 3, car. 4.21. 
Define Y(k,) = { > EX(kl)l > is an extension of some > E Y(k)}, so 
Y(k,) # 0. 
Lemma’s (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6) prove that %r(q)@F(@) is a division algebra 
and q@F(e) is anisotropic for all @ELI(~). Hence g(q)@k, is a division 
algebra and q@kl is anisotropic. 
We define Fi inductively: F, = F, choose k= F and Y(k) = Y, construct 
F, = k, and Y(F,) = Y(k,). 
If F;, Y(F;) are given, choose k= Fi, Y(k) = Y(Fi), construct Fi+ I= kl, 
W,+ 1) = W,). 
Let 9= Uyzo F, (within a huge field). 
So every > E Y extends to $F. We now will prove the statements (a), . ...(f). 
(a) Since CIB(q)@Fi is a division algebra for all i, we have that g(q)@g is 
a division algebra, so q@g is anisotropic. 
(b) and (c): Every totally indefinite form Q: S2”+‘+g is an element of 
some A,(Fi)CA(F,), so Q@$ is isotropic. SO .F satisfies Hz,,+, with 
2n + 12 5. Hence @ satisfies H,,, for all m 2 2n + 1, see [ELP, Theorem A]. 
This proves that G(9) 12n. So C(g))< 03, g satisfies ED and is a SAP 
field, see [Warl, 2.5 and 2.21. Denote Z={s,(q)l> E Y} and V={ > E 
~(~)Is>(qo~)~z~. v is clopen and 9 is SAP so V= IV(a) = { > E 
X(s)la<O} for some aE&‘. Suppose that aeFi. Consider Q = 2n( 1) -L 
( -a>. We have that Is,(e)l<2n + 1 if and only if a>0 if and only if 
s,(q@@) EZ. Hence Is,(@)1 <2n + 1 for all > E Y. This implies that Q@$ is 
isotropic and a E z(S). So V= 0 and 
{s,(q)1 > E Y1 = {s,(qO@)l > EX(@)). 
Hence q@9 is totally indefinite and 17(g) =2n. Now /3$(l) =I(g)- 1 and 
ti(@)121(.9-2, see [Horl, 2.15 and 2.171. So Pg(l)>+J(@)=n, and Z(9)= 
l+B,(l)ln+123. 
(d) I:(@) = (0) follows from A,(k) c A(k) and [ElLa, Thm. 31. 
(e) Since ti(@)<a, .9 is ED, see [Warl, 2.51. Let q@S have effective 
diagonalization - q_ I Q I q + , with q- , q+ totally positive and D(Q) n 
(qS)U -4.F)) = 0. If s,(q) = 2n - 2i for some ie N and all > E Y then 
.s,(qO$) = 2n - 2i for all > E X(g) so Q = 0, /?#(i) = 2n - i and Ps(2n -i) = i. 
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(f) Let @EFed (9). So eEFed (1F;;:) for some ik0. Let qzq+ I -q_ with 
Q+,Q_ totally positive, dim Q_ =j, dim Q, =2n-j- 1, l<j52n-2. So Q is a 
totally indefinite form on @‘“- ‘. 
If jE+S,(q)+n-3+4ZU+s,(q)+n-2+42 for some > E Y then 
s,(q I Q) E 3 + 8ZU5 + 82 so Q EAT and e@g is isotropic. This proves 
that /3,&j) I 2n -j - 2 and &(2n -j - 1) ~j - 1. 0 
2.8. REMARKS. (1) T.Y. Lam constructs in [Lam3, Theorem 3.21 for any 
mz2 uniquely ordered fields @t>F with ti($)=u(g) =2m. He starts with 
m 2 2, a formally real field F and a division algebra 
aj, bj 
and such that - ( > F splits in each real closure of F for each Jo 
(1, . . . . m - 1) . So [D] = C(q) for some anisotropic q : FZm +F, q E Z2(F) and q 
torsion, see [MeR, lemma 1 and Corollary] and [Lam3, Proposition 1.41. He 
also gives an example of a field F and a division algebra D satisfying these 
conditions. 
(2) Analogeously, T.Y. Lam constructs for any mz3 a uniquely ordered 
field $ with z?(g) = 2m and u(g)52m - 2, see [Lam3, theorem 3.31. 
2.9. COROLLARY. Same notations as in (2.7). Let n L 3. 
(i) Suppose that C(9) = 2n - 2. Then: 
if n even then j +fl@(j) E (2n - 2,2n - l} 
for alloddjE{l,...,I(@)-l}, 
if n odd then j+p,-(j)E{2n-2,2n-l} 
forallevenjE{l,...,Z(9)-1). 
(ii) Suppose that s,(q) =0 for all > E Y. Then: 
tid(@)=u(g)=ud(9)=2n, C(@)=2n-2, 
if 4-n~4i~n+l thenP&n-3+4i)=n+l-4i, 
if 3-n54iln then /I&n-2+4i)=n-4i, 
if nE4iZU4.Z+3 then 1(@)=2n-2, 
if nE42+2 then I(S)E{2n-1,2n-2). 
(iii) Suppose that s,(q) = - 4 for all > E Y. Then: 
t*> 
(**) 
tid(g) = 2n, &(n - 2) = n + 2, P&n - 1) = n - 1, L&&t) =&(n + 1) = 
p,(n+2)=n-2, ud($)=u(@‘)=2n-2, C(g)=2n-2, 
if2-ns4isn-1 thenP,(n-1+4i)=n-l-4i, (*) 
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if 1 - n I 4is n - 2 then P,-(n + 4i) = n - 2 - 4i, 
if nE42-t lU4Z+2 then i(g)=2n-2, 
if ne4Z then f($)E{2n-2,2n- l}. 
(iv) Suppose that {s,(q)1 > E Y} = (0, - 4). Then: 
cd(g)=ud(g)=u(9)=1(9)=2n-2, C(@)=2n-2, 
&=[1,2 ,..., 2~31. 
(**) 
PROOF. (i) Since 6(g) < 03, 9 satisfies the conditions of [Hor3, thm. 2.251. 
So if j odd, j+&(j)=4a then C(9)=4a. And if j even, j+@,(j)=4a+2 
then C(9) = 4a + 2. This implies that 2n - 2 = C(g) ~j+ p,-(j) < 2n for n even, 
j odd or n odd, j even. 
(ii) (2.7)(e) proves that P&n)=n, so it follows from [Hor3, thm. 2.101 (@ 
is a B-field as Z/(9) = (0)) that ud(.9’)=2n and u(g) =ti(@) =2n. Hence 
we have that ad(s) = 2n. It follows from (2.7)(f) that Ps(n - 2)5n, so 
fi,-(n - 2) =P,q(n - 1) =Dg(n) = n. Now n- 1 +Pg(n- 1)=2n- 1, so [Hor3, 
2.231 proves that C(g)=2n-2. (*) and (**) follow from C(g)=2n-2 and 
(2.7)(f). (*) and (**) also prove: if nE42U42+3 then p,(l)=2n-3 and 
I(g)= 1 +p,(l)=2n-2. (i) proves that 1(9)<2n for n even. 
(iii) (2.7)(e) assures that fl,-(n - 2) = n + 2 and P,-(n + 2) = n -2. (2.7)(f) 
implies that &(n - 1) in - 1 and P,-(n) I n - 2. Since Ps(+ud(@)) = +ud(g) 
(see [Hor3, thm. 2.10]), we have that bg(n-- l)=n- 1 and ud($)=2n-2. 
Moreover, n-2rp,(n)2P,9(n+2)=n-2. So Pg(n)=p,q(n+ l)=n-2 and 
n + PJ(n) = 2n - 2. This proves that C(g) = 2n - 2, see [Hor3, thm. 2.251. (*) 
and (**) prove: if n E 42 + 1 U4Z + 2 then 1(g) = 2n - 2. 
(iv) (2.7)(f) proves that j+/3,&)<2n-2 for all jE{1,...,2n-2). So 
cd(g) I 2n - 2. Let q have effective diagonalization q = q+ I Q I - q _ with 
q+, q- totally positive, D(Q) n (z(g) U -E(g)) = 0. In the notations of [Horl, 
p. 3081: dim q+=2n-4/2=n-2, dim q_=2n-0/2=n. So P,9(n-2)rn, 
/?$(n) 2 n - 2. This proves that fid($F) = 2n - 2, P,-(n - 2) = n, P,-(n) = n - 2. 
C(9) = 2n - 2 follows from [Hor3, thm. 2.251. Since 2n-2=C(@)l 
j+p,(j)Itid(g)=2n-2 for all jE{1,...,2n-2}, we have that p,-= 
1192, ..‘, 2n-31. So P,-(n- l)=n- 1 and u(g)=ud(g)=2n-2; I(@)=l+ 
/&(1)=2n-2. 0 
3,APPLICATIONS 
3.1. For every formally real field L there exists a formally real field 91 L for 
which Q(g) = 6, Z:(9) = (0) and exactly one of the following three conditions 
holds: 
(a) pg=[3], 1(@)=4, u(9)=ud($)=Jd(S)=6, C(B)=4 
(b) &=[1,2,5], I(@)=tid(9)=6, u(g)=ud(9’)=4, C(g)=4 
(c) /3,- = [l, 2,3], I(@) = u(g) = ud($-) = cd(g) = 4, C(9) = 4 
Each of the conditions (a), (b), (c) can be obtained. 
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PROOF. We use the construction given in [Lam& 5 page 261. Let F= 
L(x,y, z, t), a pure transcendental extension with tr(F: L) =4. Choose q= 
(-x9 -y,xy,z,t, -zt >. Since q is anisotropic over F, 
is a division algebra; see [Lam2, 3.31. Now QEI~(F), 
c(q)= [ (y)@(g)], 
dim, g(q) = 24, so 
c?w(yyzo) 
and $3(q) is a division algebra. There exists > EX(F) such that x, y, z, t > 0, so 
s,(q)=O. There exists >> EX(F) with x, y>>O, z,t<<O, so s,,(q)= -4. We 
give three choices of Y, and we construct .!P with the method described in (2.7). 
(a) Y= { > }. We have proved in (2.7) and (2.9) that tid(.F) = ud(g) = 
u(g)=6, C(@)=4, p&1)=3, l($)=4. Since 3=&(l)r/?&2)2/3,-(3)= 
&(+ud(@))r +u&F) = 3, we have that & = [3]. 
(b) Y={>>}. Now fid(@)=6, p&1)=5, &(S)=l, ud(g)=u(@)=4, 
C($)=4, p,-(3)= 1. So 1(9)=6 and &=[1,2,5]. 
(c) Y={>, >>}. Corollary (2.9) proves that &I(zF)=4, &=[1,2,3], 
&F)=ud(@)=u(q=4, C(@)=4. 0 
3.2. LEMMA. Let L be a field of characteristic # 2, i2 1. Suppose that 
F= L(t,, . . . . t2;) is a pure transcendental extension of L, 15 j4 i and 
A(j)=(!!$)@(!$!)@ . ..@(!lQ$.!k)* 
Then A(j) is a division algebra. 
PROOF. Use [MaTi, Theorem, part (l)]. 0 
3.3. LEMMA. Let L be a field of characteristic f2, i> 1. Suppose that 
F=L(t,, . . . . t2;) is a pure transcendental extension of L, 15 j I i. 
Let qjG (tzj_ 1, t2j > and let ej, oj be defined inductively by 
e1=q1* 
QjGQj_1 I ((-I)‘-‘det (Qj-t)>qj, 
GjEQj I ((-1)jdet (Qj)>(l,(-1)“‘det (Qj)>. 
Then we have: 
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C@(oj) is a division algebra over F and oj is anisotropic. If F is formally real 
then there exists an ordering > on Ffor which ~,(a;) = 0. If F is formally real 
and i 2 2 then there exists an ordering >> on F for which s,, (a;) = - 4 and 
is,(o;)l <dim&o;). 
PROOF. It is obvious that ej:F2”F, crj:F2j+*+Fand det (crj)=(- l)ji’P2, 
SO Dj E Z’(F). dimF I = 22j, 
dim, (!!$?)@(!$)@ . .. @(%_$!&)=4i, 
and 
is a division algebra, see lemma (3.2). 
[~(~j)]=C(~j)=c(ej).C((l,(-l)‘fldet (@j)>)=C(ej) 
=c(@j~l)'c(qj)=c(ql)"'c(qj)= 
[(5&)@ . . . ~(!+)], 
use the formulas of [Laml, p. 1211. This proves that CB(oj) is a division 
algebra, 
So aI is anisotropic. 
Suppose L formally real. There exists > on F such that I,, t3, t, ,...,t,;_,>o 
and t2, t,, t,, . . . , t2;<0. SO S>(ej)=O for 1 ~jsi and s>(~;)E {0,2, -2). Since 
oi~Z2(F), s,(oi)=O mod 4, so ~,(a;) = 0. There exists >> on F such 
that t t 1, J,...,t,;-,>>o, t2,t4 ,..., t2;_2>>0, t2;-1,t2;<<0. so s>>(@;_l)=o, 
(- 1)“det (ei-,)>>O, s,>(Q;)= -2, (- 1)‘det (e;)<<O and s,,((T;)= -4. 0 
3.4. REMARKS. (a) Suppose that F is any field and 
I;=@...@ 
is a tensor product of quaternion algebras over F. Let 11jl i, qj= (aj, bj) and 
let ej, oj be defined as in lemma (3.3). Then we have that (T;: F2i+2+F, 
8; E 12(F) and ~(0;) = [C&l. This gives another proof of Merkurjev’s lemma 1 in 
[Mer2]. If C& is a division algebra then oi is anisotropic. 
(b) We now will give a constructive proof of [Lam3, Proposition 1.41. We 
proceed with the notations of (a). Suppose that splits for every real 
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closure, for every jE{l,..., i}. Lemma 2.5 proves that in this situation 
~,(a~)=0 mod 8 for every jE { 1, . . . . i} and for every ordering > on F. Now 
a, : F4+F and 02: F6-+F so rs1,ci2 are torsion forms. Suppose that aj is a 
torsion form for some j with 2sj<i-1. Then /S>(oj+i)1<6 SO Oj+l is a 
torsion form. Hence oi is a torsion form. This proves [Lam3, Proposition 1.41. 
3.5. THEOREM. For every formally real field L and for every nr3 there 
exists a formally real field 9 > L for which ti(g) = 2n, I:(@) = (0) and either 
(a) or (b) or (c) holds: 
(a) ud(9) = u(g) = tid(@) = 2n, C(g) = 2n - 2 
(b) Gd(g)=2n, u(@)=ud($)=2n-2, p,-(n-2)=n+2, P,-(n- l)=n- 1, 
Pg(n)=Ps(n+1)=P,(n+2)=n-2, C(g)=2n-2 
(c) tid($)=I(@)=u(g)=ud(@)=2n-2, C(9)=2n-2, &=[1,2,...,2n-31. 
Each of the conditions (a), (b), (c) can be obtained. 
PROOF. Choose i= n - 1, (T;, >, >> as in lemma (3.3). Construct g as in (2.7) 
for Y= { >}, Y={ >>} or Y= { >, >>}. Apply (2.9) for these choices of Y. 
q 
As an example, we investigate the possibilities for the functions fig, con- 
nected with 2n = 8. 
3.6. For every formally real field L there exists a formally real field d > L for 
which z?(g) = 8, I:(F) = (0) and either (a) or (b) or (c) holds: 
(a) /_I,-=[1,4,5], f(g)=6, u($)=ud(@)=tid(g)=8, C(g)=6 
(b) /3,- = [2,3,6], cd(g) = 8, I(g) = 7, u(g) = ad($) = 6, C(g) = 6 
(c) p,-=[1,2,3,4,5], I(@-)=Jd(~)=u(@)=ud(~)=6, C(@)=6. 
Each of the conditions (a), (b), (c) can be obtained. 
PROOF. In the notations of (3.5): 
(a) Y={>}. C orollary (2.9) proves: tid(9) = u(9) = ud($) = ti(@) = 8, 
C(~)=6,~~(1)=5,~9(5)=1,~~(2)=4,~~(6)=O,I(~)=6,3+~~(3)~(6,7}. 
This proves that p,- = [ 1,4,5]. 
(b) Y= { >> }. Now cd(g) = 8, p,(2) = 6, p,(6) = 2, u(g) = ud(9) = 6, 
C(g) = 6, p,-(3) = 3, p,(4) =/3&S) =&T(6) = 2. So B,q = [2,3,6], see [Hor3, 
3.81. And /(@)=7. 
(c) Y= { >, >> }. Corollary (2.9) proves that C(s) = 6, ad(@) = u(g) = 
ud(@)=6 and pg=[l,2,3,4,5]. cl 
3.7. THEOREM. For every formally real field L and for every m E R\l, m r2 
there exists a formally real field SZ L for which zi(.!%) = 4m, I:(@) = (0), 
1($)=4m-1 and C(@)=4m-2. 
PROOF. Choosei=2m-1, F=L(t,,...,t2i)andai:L4m+L asinlemma(3.3). 
We proceed with the construction in lemma (3.3). There exists an ordering >>> 
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on F such that: t,,t2,t5,t6,...,t4m~3,t4m_2<<<0, t,, t,,t7,t8,...,t4m-9, t4mp8>>> 
0, t 4m_5, tdmp4<<<0. (Remark: if m=2 then we take tj<<<O for all je 
(1, .a., 6)). So 
s>>>(41)=~>>>(q3)= ... =~>>>672m-,)= -2, 
~>>>(q2)=~>>>m= ... =s ,,,(q2,,-d= +2 and S,,,(q2m-2)= -2. 
This implies that det (qj) >>> 0 and det (Qj) >>> 0 for all j E { 1, . . . ,2m - 1 } . So 
we have: s >>>(ej)= -2j for alljE{1,2,...,2m-3}, 
~2m-lE@2m~3 1 (-det (@2m-3))q2m-2 1 (det (@2m-2))q2,,-, 1 
(-det (e2,+,))(l,det (&,,~i)>, s,,(a2,~,)=2-(4m-2)=4-4m. 
Construct g as in 2.7, using Y= { >>> } and (Tag_, . It follows from (2.7)(f) 
that p,(3) I 4m - 5, so C(9) I 3 + ps(3) I 4m - 2. 
(2.7)(e) proves that b,(2) =4m -2. Since a(@) =4m, we have that 
4m-lrp,(l)rfl,(2)=4m-216. If Ps(l)=4m-1 then /(S)=4m and this 
implies that C(9) = 4m, see [Hor3, Corollary 2.211. Now C(g) I 4m - 2, so 
fl,&l)=4m-2 and I(.9)=1+8,q(1)=4m-1. [Hor3, Corollary 2.211 also 
proves that C(g) = 4m - 2. 0 
3.8. REMARK. For any n ~2n\j U4iN + 3, n r4 we have constructed formally 
real fields F with Z:(F) =(0) and I(F) =n. If F is a formally real field and 
Z:(F) = (0) then I(F) $4bJ + 1, see [BLRP, Lemma 4.1 l] and [Hor3, Theorem 
2.101. 
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